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LCC’s Patricia Natewa shows
“exceptional work” in electronics class
Patricia Natewa has always had
the knack to fix things. Recently, she
took her natural talent to another level. Natewa’s expertise caught the eye
of her electronics instructor Sequoia
Romero.
“Patricia built a radio and made it
work,” said Romero. “She displayed
talent and determination. This is exactly what is required for an engineer
to be exceptional. It’s a recipe for
success.”
Natewa built an FM radio from a
kit, sautered it and did extra work at
home for Luna Community College’s
direct current electronics class.
“Her radio was transmitting all the

local FM stations,” said Romero.
Romero said that Natewa and
several of his students are already
showing skills in advanced electronics.
“When I was growing up and
something would break in my
home, my family would always ask
me to fix things,” says Natewa.
“Whether it was a modem or Wi-Fi,
most of the time I would be able to
fix it.”
It wasn’t a surprise when one
day at home, Natewa got her radio
to work.
To read the full story,
see Monday’s Luna Light

Patricia Natewa recently built an FM radio
in her first electronics class.

LCC
hosting
flu shot
clinic

Luna Community College softball players relax before participating in the West Las
Vegas Homecoming Parade last week. LCC participates in area parades throughout
the year as part of community outreach. Pictured are (top row) Mackenzie Fowler.
Bottom (l-r) Miranda Maldonado, Shay Rostro, Michelle Gallegos, Maribel Chavez,
Alyssa Steward, and Ariel Archuleta.

Luna Community
College, in collaboration with the New
Mexico Department of
Health, will be hosting
a flu shot clinic from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 9 at the
LCC Nursing Department lobby.
For more information, please call
Maxine Hughes at 454
-5376.

